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Law
By Martin Zeilinger
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Copies without Originals

What does it really mean 
to author, to own, or to 
replicate art? The data-

hungry mash-up engines 
of AI are eroding the value 

precepts of scarcity and 
individual expression at 

the heart of copyright law. 
Is this the occasion to 

reconsider the limits of 
private property systems, 

if not the very make-up 
of creativity?

DABUS/Stephen Thaler
A Recent Entrance to Paradise, 2012

This image was generated by the AI system DABUS (Device for the Autonomous Boot-
´¼±8����t��n�-��obY�+b�¼�b�Ob�¡����8�O��Ê±�t|¼�O8´b�¼|8¼��´��Á´|��t�¼|b�¦Áb´¼�����n�È|��
or what can be legally recognized as an author, its creator, Stephen Thaler, has applied 
�´��n8±�Á�´ÁOOb´´nÁ��Ê��n�±��È�b±´|����n�¼|b���8tbV����¼|b�F8´�´�¼|8¼�¼|b��8O|��b~8Á¼|�±�
has produced the image for him in a work-for-hire capacity.



Law
As the prominent Stanford University IP scholar Mark A. 
Lemley recently observed, generative AI is turning these 
foundations upside down.

Many legal theorists argue that AI-generated outputs can 
never constitute copyrightable works because the technol-
ogy is merely a tool, and therefore cannot possess authorial 
agency. Others suggest that AI is very much capable of 
authorship, provided that minor updates are made to exist-
��t� �bt8�� Ybo��¼���´¡� Ï� ¼|�±Y� O8��V� o�8��ÊV� 8±tÁb´� ¼|8¼�
because AI-generated works fall outside the scope of con-
ventional copyright laws, they should be considered unpro-
tectable and be placed in the public domain. Current legis-
lation varies considerably. In many jurisdictions, including 
¼|b�-+V�8�O�b8±�Ê��Yb�¼�o8F�b�|Á�8��8Á¼|�±�±b�8��´�¼|b��bÊ�
±b¦Á�´�¼b�n�±�±bO�t��Í��t�8�Ê�bÉ�±b´´����8´�8�O��Ê±�t|¼8F�b�
work; elsewhere, such as in the UK, lawmakers are getting 
used to the idea of copyright protection for new types of 
works that lack human authors. The legal status of training 
Y8¼8��´�8�´�����qÁÉ¡�3|��b��8�Ê�Ï��YbÇb���b±´�́ ¼�����8�bÁÇb±�
relatively freely in legal grey areas unencumbered by IP 
�8È´V�¼|b�-�|8´�±bOb�¼�Ê���¼±�YÁObY�±b¦Á�±b�b�¼´�n�±�YbÇb�-
opers to disclose the use of copyrighted materials in their 
training datasets, although how this can be enforced in the 
context of trade secrets and black-boxed AI models remains 
unclear.

,|b���´¼��n��bÈ�¦Áb´¼���´�¼|8¼�O��Ê±�t|¼��8È��Á´¼���È�
contend with is long and keeps growing, and there is little 
agreement on how to answer them effectively. Most legal 
systems still cannot recognize a creative expression as copy-
rightable unless the work is original in nature (i.e., it did not 
bÉ�´¼�Fbn�±b�¶�8�|Á�8��8Á¼|�±�O8��Fb�O�b8±�Ê��Yb�¼�obY¶�8�Y�
a modicum of creativity is expended in producing the 
expression. What’s more, IP law generally cannot recognize 
a copyright violation unless it can be demonstrated that the 
creation of a derivative expression relied on a pinpointable 
act of copying that exceeded fair use and is substantial in 
nature.

,|b�È8Ê�tb�b±8¼�Çb�Ï��È�±�´��8�b´��¼�Y�noOÁ�¼���n���¼�
����´´�F�b��¼��¼�O��¼|b´b�F�Éb´¡�,��Fbt���È�¼|V��¼�±b�8��´�
unclear who we should consider as the author of an AI-gen-
erated work. The AI developer? The company that owns the 
system and the hardware? The user? The algorithm itself? 

Discussions of what an artist should and shouldn’t be per-
mitted to do often used to invoke a well-known saying 
attributed to the godfather of Pop Art: “Art is what you can 
get away with.” But earlier this year, the US Supreme Court 
ruled against The Andy Warhol Foundation in a landmark 
copyright case concerning the artist’s “Prince” screen prints. 
In their majority opinion, the justices stated that the famous 
pop artist had unfairly copied and reused an image created 
by the photographer Lynn Goldsmith, for which licensing 
fees should have been paid. The ruling was widely inter-
�±b¼bY�8´�8�´�t��oO8�¼�F��È�8t8��´¼�8��±��±�8¼���~F8´bY�8±¼�
practices. But some have also suggested that the new judi-
cial commentary on fair use (i.e., what you can get away with 
8´�8��8±¼�´¼��8����b´� ¼����±b� ¼|8���b±b�Ê� ¼|b�8��±��±�8-
tion-based practices of human artists – it also addresses the 
rising legions of generative AI tools whose “creativity” is 
based on the indiscriminate hoovering up of countless 
pre-existing images from all across the internet.

Is image-scraping for AI training purposes the new art 
of appropriation? And, in light of the US Supreme Court’s 
May ruling, is AI art the new frontier of intellectual property 
law? There is much to suggest that this is the case, and that 
nÁ�Y8�b�¼8�� O|8�tb´�È����Fb� ±b¦Á�±bY� �n� O��Ê±�t|¼� �´� ¼��
remain relevant in the age of AI.

Technologically speaking, well-trained AI systems are 
extremely data-hungry, and without clear legislation, tech 
corporations will continue to collect all accessible data use-
ful for their training sets, no matter who created or owns it. 
From a socio-economic standpoint, the outputs of genera-
tive AI systems represent astronomical monetary values, and 
Çb±Ê�´�t��oO8�¼�bnn�±¼´�È����Fb�Á�Yb±¼8�b��¼��b�O��´b�¼|b��
����(�±bt��b´¡��±���¼|b��b±´�bO¼�Çb��n��bt8��¼|b�±ÊV�o�8��ÊV�
it is becoming clear that generative AI undermines and con-
tradicts many legal mechanisms currently used for monitor-
ing copyright compliance and determining IP violations. So: 
What is to be done?

Questions that might have struck us as fairly straightfor-
È8±Y�8�nbÈ�YbO8Yb´�8t��8±b�¦Á�O��Ê�FbO����t�bÉ¼±b�b�Ê�
Y�noOÁ�¼�¼��8�´Èb±U�3|8¼��´�8��8Á¼|�±§�3|8¼��´�8���±�t��8�§�
What constitutes a copy? What is a work of art, and who (or 
È|8¼��O8���È���¼§�����b±b��|���´��|�O8��O���bO¼Á±bV�¼|b´b�
¦Áb´¼���´�n�±��¼|b�n�Á�Y8¼���´��n�8���¼|b�±�b´��n�O��Ê±�t|¼¡�
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The sale of this AI-generated image for 432,500 dollars at a Christie’s auction 
was a trigger moment in the rise of AI art. It was also the cause of an informal 
copyright controversy, once it became clear that the French collective – whose 
AI system created the work – had copied much of the source code from artist 
Robbie Barrat.

And yet we cannot easily consider the outputs of         
these systems as works of art in the traditional sense.

Obvious collective
Portrait of Edmond BelamyV�ÀÎ�gV��Ï�´�8�t�±�¼|�V�����b¼��±��¼bY����O8�Ç8´V�·Î�É�·Î�O�
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In exploring analogies between human artists and their AI 
counterparts, we must also acknowledge that the former, 
too, are “trained” on canons of existing works – and nobody 
È�Á�Y�O��O�ÁYb�n±���¼|�´�¼|8¼�bÇb±Ê�8±¼�´¼��±�o¼´����bt�¼�-
mately from the work of others, or that every new artwork 
�´V� FÊ� Ybo��¼���V� 8� O��Ê� �n� ¼|�´b� ¼|8¼� ��´��±bY� �¼¡� �¼� �´�
bÉ¼±b�b�Ê�Y�noOÁ�¼�¼��Y±8È�Ybo��¼�Çb����b´����¼|b´b�YbF8¼b´V�
which has led many legal theorists and policymakers to sug-
gest that the inclusion of copyrighted data in AI/ML training 
datasets should be permissible as a matter of principle.

The likes of Stable Diffusion and ChatGPT are now capa-
ble of producing results that many human observers would 
describe as artful. And yet we cannot easily consider the 
outputs of these systems as works of art in the traditional 
sense. This is because most copyright laws, in order to pre-
vent monopolization, are designed to protect only creative 
expressions, rather than the underlying ideas: I can author 
and copyright a love poem, but I can never exclude others 
from drawing on the general idea of the love poem. While 
¼|�´�«�Yb8~bÉ�±b´´����Y�O|�¼��Ê¬�otÁ±b´���´¼��±����b�¼�Ê�
in US law, copyright legislation everywhere includes some 
of its elements. When it comes to AI-generated outputs, 
however, the roles of idea and expression now seem to be 
reversed. Traditionally, a painter’s authorship claims were 
limited to the canvas they created, which represented the 
materially manifest expression of their creativity. But today, 
most users of a text-to-image generator have nothing to do 
È�¼|�¼|b�¼bO|��O8��±b8��Í8¼�����n�8�o�8���Á¼�Á¼�j�¼|b����Ê�
creative contribution to which they could lay claim is the 
formulation of a prompt, i.e., they provided the idea. Users 
may feel entitled to authorship claims in outputs resulting 
from their prompts, yet in most jurisdictions, such claims 
would be impossible to enforce, since ideas remain unpro-
tectable by copyright law.

It is easy to see the fundamental contradictions at play 
|b±b¡� +ÁF´¼8�¼�8�� �bt�´�8¼�Çb� O|8�tb´�È�Á�Y� Fb� ±b¦Á�±bY�
before a copyright court could comfortably assign author-
ship rights to an artist who prompted Stable Diffusion to 
produce an acclaimed digital drawing, or to a writer who 
prompted ChatGPT to write a great novel. And even if a 
O��Ê±�t|¼�È�Á�Y�Fb�8È8±YbY�n�±�8�´�bO�oO��±���¼V��¼�È�Á�Y�
Fb�Y�noOÁ�¼�¼��O���bO¼�¼|�´��±���¼�¼��±b��8F�Ê�±b�±�YÁO�F�b�

While there are good arguments in favor of each of these 
suggestions, none of them sit comfortably with existing leg-
�´�8¼���¡��Á±¼|b±��±bV��¼��´�Y�noOÁ�¼�¼��Yb¼b±���b�È|b¼|b±�
any AI-generated output can be meaningfully described as 
an “original,” given the heavy reliance on pre-existing train-
ing data. Then again, it would also be incorrect to describe 
AI-generated outputs as copies of such data. Contemporary 
AI models are considerably more complex than that, and 
create, to borrow from Jean Baudrillard’s concept of the sim-
ulacrum, “copies without originals.”

Law
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´ÁnoO�b�¼���Ob�¼�Çb´�n�±�O±b8¼�Çb�bÉ�±b´´���V�8�Y�¼|b±bn�±b�8�
potential lack of creativity – and art – in the world. But 
Yb�b�Y��t�����Á±�Ybo��¼�����n�«O±b8¼�Ç�¼ÊV¬�¼|�´�´����Ê��8Ê�
no longer be true. ChatGPT, Stable Diffusion, and many sim-
ilar tools are ringing in what could be described as a 
post-scarcity era of digital art. It is anyone’s guess as to how 
exactly IP law will deal with the outputs of generative AI, 
with the protection of human-made works vis-á-vis armies 
of data-hungry AI systems, and with the rising importance 
of prompts in the creative process. About one thing there 
can be no doubt: There is too much economic value at stake 
for copyright law not to move toward accommodating gen-
erative AI. 

The danger of this development is yet another massive 
expansion of capital into the digital cultural sphere, and a 
reinforcement of the logic of scarcity in an area where it 
might otherwise be disappearing. There is no doubt that AI 
technology can upend the logic underpinning current IP 
regimes – and maybe that’s a good thing. Yes, we will have 
¼��o�Y��bÈ�È8Ê´��n��±�¼bO¼��t�8±¼�´¼´�n±���|8Ç��t�¼|b�n±Á�¼´�
of their creative labor misappropriated, but there are also 
very good arguments to be made against the capitalist logic 
of ownership that sits at the heart of copyright law. To some 
degree and on some level, art and culture should never be 
b�O��´bY�����±�Ç8¼b��±��b±¼Ê�±bt��b´����¼|b�o±´¼���8Ob¡

Ultimately, debates about copyright are always debates 
about how creative expressions can be owned, and how own-
ership claims therein can be enforced. That generative AI’s 
emergence is rapidly complicating such debates is an invita-
¼����¼��±bÇ�´�¼�O±�¼�O8��¦Áb´¼���´�O��Ob±���t�8Á¼|�±´|��V��±�t-
inality, permissible copying, and the changing nature of cre-
ativity. Perhaps the growing abundance and accessibility of 
AI-art tools should be regarded as a “commoning” of digital 
creative practice – leading us to conclude that further prop-
ertization of cultural expression is neither necessary nor 
desirable.  —

“original” output. We also haven’t considered how copyright 
infringement would be constituted in such scenarios. Would 
a violation stem from the unfair copying of a prompt, or 
rather from the unfair copying of the output? And how 
should the law deal with the reverse-engineering of a 
prompt?

��´¼��bt8�V�bO�����OV�8�Y��|���´��|�O8���Á´¼�oO8¼���´��n�
copyright are based on the assumption that without ade-
¦Á8¼b� �bt8�� �±�¼bO¼���� n�±� 8±¼�´¼´V� ¼|b±b� È�Á�Y�®¼� Fb�
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Adam Basanta
85.11%_match: Amel Chamandy “Your World Without Paper,” 2009, 2018 

Basanta designed a system that produces abstract images whose content is 
statistically matched to existing artworks. While the images are generated 
automatically and look nothing like the originals to which they refer, the artist 
Ï�b��
|8�8�YÊ�o�bY�8�O����8��¼�n�±�O��Ê±�t|¼�Ç���8¼���¡

Ï¡���O|8b������V
Gaussian-Quadratic, 1963 

Ï±¼�|8´�O|8��b�tbY�¼|b�8´´Á��¼���´��n�O��Ê±�t|¼��8È�n�±�8����t�¼��b¡�3|b�������
attempted to claim authorship of this computer-generated work, his applica-
¼����È8´�±b�bO¼bY�´bÇb±8��¼��b´¶�o±´¼V�FbO8Á´b�¼|b���8tb�´bb�bY�¼���8O��¼|b�
�±b±b¦Á�´�¼b�|Á�8��8Á¼|�±´|��¶�´ÁF´b¦Áb�¼�ÊV�FbO8Á´b�¼|b�Á�Yb±�Ê��t�8�t�-
±�¼|����Ç��Çb´�±8�Y���b´´�8�YV�8´�8�±b´Á�¼V�O8���¼��±�YÁOb�8�oÉbY�8±¼È�±�¡

There are very good arguments to be made 
against the capitalist logic of ownership that 
sits at the heart of copyright law.


